
LET YOUR CUSTOMERS PAY SECURELY IN MULTIPLE WAYS SO YOU CAN GET PAID FASTER.
Introducing a credit card processing extension tailored for mid-sized businesses, seamlessly integrated with Red Maple Advanced Credit Cards for BC. Elevate your 
business with a secure and flexible solution that has been trusted by enterprise-level companies for years. Our intuitive, user-friendly platform simplifies payment 
acceptance, allowing your business to start and scale effortlessly.

WHO NEEDS IT
§ E-commerce fulfillment
§ Call center and card not present situations
§ Counter Sales for card present (Q1 2024 

release)
§ Business to business payments
§ Business to consumer payments

MODULES
REQUIRED
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central

OPTIONAL
§ Red Maple Clever DivisionTM

§ Red Maple Counter Sales for Business Central

RED MAPLE ADVANCED CREDIT CARDS
FOR M ICROSOFT DYNAMICS TM 365  BUS INESS  CENTRAL

WHAT IT DOES
§ Securely accepts and processes credit card payments
§ Reduces your PCI footprint
§ Integrates with your processor and optimizes your interchange rates to reduce costs
§ Handles multiple credit card transactions
§ Takes advantage of our automated payment-to-invoice application
§ Saves time billing customers and accepting payments

WHY YOU NEED IT
Give your business an industry-leading, secure, flexible solution that enterprise-level companies have 
been using for years. Our user-friendly solution is a Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central credit card 
processing extension makes it easy to accept payments and get going — and growing.

Merchants can quickly store cards securely and process payments with several processors and take 
advanced payment for orders in Microsoft’s popular CRM product.

https://www.redmaple.com/clever-division/


BENEFITS & FEATURES

EASILY ACCEPT PAYMENTS WITH 
CUSTOMER SELF-SERVICE PORTAL
Customers can pay any way they choose, any 

time, when you combine Advanced Credit 
Cards for BC with our web-based, secure 

portal, Clever Division.

SIMPLIFY SET UP
Accept payments quickly with our user-

friendly assisted setup and be up and running 
in minutes.

ACCEPT MULTIPLE CARDS
PER TRANSACTION

Handle the most complex, B2B and B2C 
transactions with ease, whether it’s order-to-

cash or paying with multiple credit cards per sale 
in e-commerce and card not present scenarios.

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE YOUR PROCESSOR
Use the processor or bank that you already work with. Red 
Maple’s multiple integrations allow you to save money and 

time using your pre-existing relationships.

STREAMLINE YOUR ACCOUNTING PROCESSES
Simplify your bookkeeping with a streamlined accounting 

process that handles multiple functions all in one platform.

https://www.redmaple.com/clever-division/


FREQUENTLY ASKED
   
How does the merchant get started?
Merchants or account representatives can engage with Red Maple easily. 
Please email us at info@redmaple.com to set up an introductory call or 
acquire information.

How much does the software cost?
Each solution for Microsoft Dynamics has a different price based on a number 
of factors. Since Red Maple does not focus on acquiring, we charge for our 
software.  Simply reach out to info@redmaple.com for a quote or 
information.

Can I use Microsoft’s AppSource to purchase the software?
Red Maple Advanced Credit Cards for Business Central will be available for 
purchase on Microsoft AppSource in January 2024.

What processors are supported?
It depends on which software you are using. Please click here to view our 
current Advanced Credit Cards for BC processors, or email us at 
info@redmaple.com to see if your processor is being added soon. 

IS THERE ANY SPECIFIC MARKETING MATERIAL FOR EACH PRODUCT?
Yes, please refer to the software-specific battle card for each product and 
you can email info@redmaple.com for more information and literature.

RED MAPLE ADVANCED CREDIT CARDS
FOR M ICROSOFT DYNAMICS TM 365  BUS INESS  CENTRAL

CONTACT RED MAPLE
Anyone can schedule a free demo by:
§ Visiting redmaple.com/schedule-a-demo
§ Emailing us at info@redmaple.com
§ Calling +1 830.280.0400
Red Maple Press LLC, 301 E San Antonio Ave, Boerne, TX 78006, United States

ABOUT US
Red MapleTM is a Microsoft DynamicsTM payment and accounting development 
company headquartered in Boerne, Texas. Since 2003, we’ve built a 
portfolio of products that expand Microsoft Dynamics’ capabilities, increase 
operational efficiencies, provide agility and reduce complexity. Used by 
hundreds of companies worldwide, our suite of extensions includes Advanced 
Credit Cards for F&O or BC, Clever Division, Clever Division CE, Advanced 
Trade and Pricing, Advanced Commissions and Advanced Warranties.

INTEGRATIONS
§ Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance & Operations (F&O)
§ Microsoft Dynamics AX
§ Microsoft Dynamics Customer Engagement (CE)
§ Microsoft Dynamics Business Central
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